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Context I am in my fifth year of teaching and have been the 
English Lead here at Tidbury Green School, Solihull for 
the past year. It is a two-form entry school. In addition to 
the main school (Reception to Year 6), there is also a 
Nursery and pre-school. 

Performance in reading at Tidbury Green is above 
national. In 2019, 89% of pupils in Year 1 passed the 
Phonics Screening Check and 86% of pupils were 
working at the Expected Standard in Year 6 (with 48% 
working at Greater Depth). Despite this strong 
performance, it became clear to me that there was a 
‘stubborn minority’ of pupils who we were finding it 
difficult to empower in reading. 

Since becoming English Lead, it has been my aspiration 
to reach this ‘stubborn minority’ whilst also raising and 
maintaining standards in reading across the school. 



OU Research Inspiration 
and Rationale
It is the benefits that come with reading for pleasure that really motivated us to reflect, 
review and evolve the practices we had in place at our school. The two central benefits 
have been noted as:

• ‘a strong association between childhood reading and increased attainments in literacy 
and numeracy in adolescence’ (Sullivan and Brown, 2013)

• ‘reading for pleasure has a myriad other benefits such as a wider vocabulary and 
general knowledge, an enriched imagination and more developed narrative writing’ 
(Senechal et al., 2018)

It is difficult to overlook such benefits for children. Giving our children, teachers and 
parents the space that they needed to share, enjoy and discuss books was an essential 
factor in us building a strong reading community. If we could do this, then we would reap 
the benefits that come with reading. Medwell et al., (1998) note an important driving force 
in establishing a strong reading culture. They found that an effective teacher of reading 
needs to know more than just the knowledge of the skills a young reader employs: they 
also need to have an extensive knowledge of children’s literature [Medwell et al., 1998 in 
Cremin et al., 2009]. The role of a reading adult is influential: it has been noted that a 
child’s pleasure in reading is strongly influenced by the creation of reading networks and 
relationships that develop from a nurturing reading environment [Cremin et al., 2014]. 



OU Research Inspiration 
and Rationale (cont.)

Very early on, surveys were sent out to parents and children. They had two purposes: 

1) To help us understand the general view of reading amongst pupils and parents;

2) To identify any possible reasons to explain our ‘stubborn minority’.

It became clear that the ‘stubborn minority’ of pupils were from our lower socio-
economic families who appeared to have poor access to reading material; however, 
this was not limited to these pupils. 

There were two clear trends:

1) The majority of texts being read were narratives. This perhaps showed a lack of 
understanding in the value of alternative reading materials.

2) Those texts chosen by pupils as their favourites to read were from a very select 
and limited choice. It was largely restricted to ‘celebrity’ authors (David 
Walliams and J.K. Rowling) and authors with whom their parents were familiar 
with (Roald Dahl, Jaqueline Wilson). 



Aims

To build reciprocal and interactive reader-to-reader 
relationships (TaRs 1)

To foster a reading community (TaRs 5)

To expose children to a wider range of reading material (TaRs 5)

Aim Three 

Aim Two 

Aim One 



Outline ‘Book Brag’
One of the very first initiatives we 

launched was a weekly ‘Book Brag’ of 
reading recommendations. This was a 

great way for us to expose parents to a 
wider range of rich reading materials. 

The ‘Book Brag’ had a different theme 
each month such as ‘Nature’ and 

‘Graphic Novels’. 

dedicated daily story time
Every class was given daily dedicated and 

protected story time. The class text is 
displayed on each classroom door to foster 

curiosity and engagement.  



Outline author visits
Engaging with authors was another tool 
used in widening the children’s reading 
diet. Two examples were Catherine 
Bruton and Robin Stevens.

As part of our World Book Day 
celebrations, we united the school 
community through the use of a single 
text.

whole school texts



Outline

We launched ‘The Golden Shelf’. This is proudly displayed in our library 
and contains a text recommended by each member of staff. These texts 
are ones that we feel the children should read before they leave primary 
school. 

‘The Golden Shelf’



Outline
rich reading curriculum

Providing rich and varied reading material was important to empower both 
teachers and children. Each year group now has a refurbished reading curriculum 
exposing them to more diverse voices.

training and development
Improving teachers' knowledge and confidence 

in selecting and using richer texts was important 
in our journey to raising the profile of reading.

YEAR 3

YEAR 5



Impact

Aim Three: to build reciprocal and interactive reader-to-reader relationships 
between staff and children (TaRs 1)
The teaching team are bragging about books. The impromptu conversations around books that are now taking 
place between them is really inspiring. The team is sharing their love of books, seeking new books and 
recommending books to each other. 

Aim Two: to expose children to a wider range of reading material (TaRs 5)
There has been a real increase in the intrinsic motivation of our children. They are regularly seen reading at the 
end of the day, outside at break and lunch as well as in the classrooms. More importantly, their book choices are 
more diverse and more enriching. 

Aim One: to foster a reading community (TaRs 5)
Fostering a reading community that includes our children, our teachers and our parents has been particularly 
important to us. Our ‘Book Brag’ has really helped to weave this community together. There have been so many 
positive comments from parents: the recommendations are useful, their children are more engaged in reading and 
they themselves feel empowered.



Reflections on impact the TaRs
research had on practice

Whilst we are pleased with the impact our journey has had, we will take this further. There are three key areas for 
us moving forward:

1) Continue to support the teaching team in their development as ‘reader teachers’ – Our impact has shown a 
great enthusiasm to help not only our children seeing themselves as readers but also our teachers seeing 
themselves as readers.

2) Greater diversity – There remains a strong emphasise on fiction. Whilst it is has been positive to see children 
enjoy a greater range of authors, investment in factual books, poetry, graphic novels and other texts is 
needed. Unless we do this, we will continue to struggle to engage some of our children. Creating a reading 
spine for each year group will support this. Our texts need to ‘reflect realities.’ The Centre for Literacy in 
Primary Education’s (CLPE) ‘Reflecting Realities’ research has found that, whilst improving, representation of 
Black, Asian and Ethnic Minority groups remains significantly low. This under representation means that 
‘readers from a range of backgrounds do not always have the opportunity to make those connections [children 
from these groups are not as empowered in reading as they could be because they do not see themselves 
often enough in books]. 

3) Parent engagement – The appreciation from parents for the work we’ve done on promoting reading for 
pleasure has been brilliant. There is still more we could do to ensure that they feel confident in supporting and 
guiding their child(ren). Inviting parents in for ‘reading for pleasure’ events such as story time, picnics and 
workshops is one way we can strengthen this relationship. 


